For a finitely-connected domain Q containing oo, with boundary T, the logarithmic capacity d(T) is invariant under normalized conformal maps of £2. But the capacity of a subset A cT will likely be distorted by such a map. Duren and Schiffer showed that the sharp lower bound for the distortion of the capacity of such a set is the so-called "Robin capacity" of the set A . We present here the sharp upper bound for the distortion, in terms of conformal invariants of £2: the harmonic measures of the boundary components of il and the periods of their harmonic conjugates (the Riemann matrix), and the capacity of I*. In particular, the upper bound depends only on knowing which components of T contain parts of A , not on the specific distribution of A . An extremal configuration is described explicitly for a special case.
Introduction
It is well known that logarithmic capacity (transfinite diameter) remains invariant under normalized conformal mappings. Specifically, let Q c C be a finitely-connected domain containing infinity, and let T be its boundary. Then the logarithmic capacity d(F) remains unchanged under conformal maps / of Q which are normalized so that /(oo) = oo, and /'(oo) = 1: rtry r u h b2 (I) f(0 = t + bo + j + -p + ... near infinity. However, the capacity of a subset A c T will probably be distorted under such a map. For example, if £2 is the outside of the unit disk, and A is the top half of the unit circle, then it is known that d(T) = 1 and d(A) = sin(|) = 4= . But under the normalized Joukowski map /(C) = £ + 1/C, the set A gets taken to one side of the line segment -2 < x < 2, which is the full boundary of the image, so that d(f(A)) = d(f(T)) = d(T)=l.
Thus the capacity of A is increased to the capacity of the full boundary under this conformal mapping.
Duren and Schiffer [3] have given the sharp lower bound for distortion of the capacity of any subset: d(f(A))>8(A), where 8(A) denotes the "Robin capacity" of the set A . We present here the sharp upper bound. Since f(A) C f(T), we trivially have
d(f(A)) < d(f(T)) = d(Y).
And whenever each component of Y contains points of A , even a single point, we show that it is possible to achieve equality, using a method suggested by the above example.
If some component of T contains no part of A , we will see that the maximal distortion is strictly less than the capacity of the full boundary:
d(f(A))<d(T)e-c, C>0.
The constant C giving the sharp bound is calculated in terms of standard conformal invariants of the domain £1: the harmonic measures of the boundary components and the periods of their harmonic conjugates (the Riemann matrix), and the capacity of T. In particular, the maximal capacity depends only on knowing which components of T contain parts of A, not on the actual distribution.
We also characterize extremal domains F(l7l) in terms of Green's function g(z; oo) for the larger domain bounded only by F(A): The capacity d(F(A)) is maximal if and only if g is constant on each component of F(T)\F(A).
The strategy of the paper is to first consider the special case where A is the union of some collection of full components of T. A variational method provides enough information about extremal configurations to compute the maximum distortion. We then reduce the general case to the special case. In the final section, we describe an extremal domain for the case where A is a single, full component of T. We conclude with an example where Q is the exterior of vwo circles, one of which is the unit circle, and the other which is A . The maximal capacity is computed explicitly in terms of the radius and center of A , and is the same if A is any nonempty subset of that circle.
We will be using the potential-theoretic definition for the capacity of a compact set K : If D is the component of C \ K containing infinity, and g(z; oo) is Green's function for D with singularity at infinity, then d(K) = e~y, where y is Robin's constant, given by y = lim{^(z; oo) -log|z|}.
z-*oo
To fix the notation, we will refer to the family of normalized conformal maps of Q as 7? , and say that / is admissible if f £&. Green's function for the domain /(Q), where / is admissible, will be denoted g(z) = g(z; oo). To compute d(f(A)), we will need Green's function for the domain containing f(Q) and bounded only by f(A). We will let Q, denote this domain, and g(z) = g(z; oo) its Green's function. The dependence of g, g, and Q on the particular admissible map / should be clear from the context. Note that P is the (m -k) x (m -k) submatrix, corresponding to B , of the standard Riemann matrix for Q.
The proof is in several steps. We first prove the existence of extremal maps.
Then we apply a boundary variation to an extremal domain. This leads to the result that g must be constant on each Bj. We are then able to compute the constants and calculate the maximal capacity. Finally, we show that these calculations do not depend on the extremal character of the domain, but only on the fact that g is constant on each Bj.
Proof of theorem. We begin by using a compactness argument to infer the existence of extremal maps. We may assume that our admissible maps of the form (1) further satisfy bo = 0, since subtracting a constant will not affect the capacity. The advantage here is that the resulting family &o is compact and normal (see Wen [9, p. 105] , for example). Let a sequence of functions {/"} C ^ have the property that
By normality and compactness, we may assume that {/"} converges locally uniformly in Q to a function F £ ^ . We need to show
n-*oo
To this end, let Q D F(D.) be the domain bounded only by F(A), with associated Green's function g(z; oo). Let fl" D /"(Q) be the domains bounded only by f"(A), with associated Green's functions g"(z; oo). By a general form of the Caratheodory convergence theorem (see Goluzin [4, Chapter 5 , §5]), the domains f"(Sl) converge in the sense of Caratheodory to F(Cl). In particular, the domains fl" converge to fl. To show (4) , let e > 0 be given, and consider the following closed subset of fl:
Then g(z) = e on the level curve Ke = dK, which surrounds F(A). Now since fl" -► fl, we have that K c fl" for large enough n . For all such n , then, g" is defined on K \ {oo}, and of course g" > 0 there. But then the functions gn -g are harmonic in all of K, and satisfy g" -g > -e on K(. Thus gn -g > -c in all of K, so that
Since e > 0 is arbitrary, this proves (4). It follows that F is extremal, or that is harmonic in the domain fl \ {oo}, has a logarithmic singularity at infinity, and is identically zero on the entire boundary T. We conclude that h(z) is Green's function g of fl:
Now fix j £ {I, ... , m -k}. Since Bj is a union of analytic arcs, the normal direction is defined almost everywhere. Therefore, we may integrate the derivative with respect to the outer normal of both sides of (6) .) The invertibility of P follows, since any square submatrix centered on the diagonal of a positive definite matrix is also positive definite. Robin's constant for the domain fl is computed directly from equation (6) . The extremal capacity d(A) is then seen to be the right-hand side of (3). But observe that none of the previous calculations depend on the extremal character of the domain. The fact that g is constant on each Bt completely determines the Cj and the capacity of the image of A , which is thus maximal. In other words, the extremal domains are characterized by the fact that g is constant on each Bj. This completes the proof of the theorem . □
The general case
We now consider general subsets A of T. Since an arbitrary admissible / may not induce a one-to-one correspondence between boundary points, we first need to agree on a definition for the set f(A). Let C(f, C) denote the cluster set of / at the point C-Then we define f(A) = {C(f, Q : C e A}. The Proof of theorem. Suppose first that A cTi . For the sake of clarity, we carry out the proof under the stronger assumption that A contains some subarc / in Ti . We then indicate how to modify the argument to handle the general situation.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that fl is already the extremal configuration Now let fl2 be the domain bounded only by F\ (Y2). Again appealing to the construction given above, we know there is a normalized map F2 of fl2 so that F2(F,(^nr2)) = F2 (F,(r2) ).
The function F2 o Fi belongs to y and 7F, and since Fi (Yi) is contained in Q2, we still have F2 (F,(^nr,)) = F2(F1(r1) ).
Repeating the above process for each of the remaining components, we get k maps Fi, ... , Fk belonging to y and y which satisfy This completes the proof. □
4. An EXAMPLE Theorem 1 gives us a way of identifying an extremal domain in the case where A is a single component of the boundary of the w-connected domain fl. It is well known that fl can be mapped by a function F e y to the exterior of a disk of some radius R, centered at the origin, with m -1 concentric circular slits, in such a way that A is mapped to the boundary of the disk. (See Nehari [7, Chapter VII], for example.) But then g(z) = log(\z\/R) is Green's function for the domain fl bounded only by F(A), and is constant on each of the remaining boundary arcs. By Theorem 1, then, d(F(A)) is maximal. Intuitively, the set A is spread out to increase its capacity, while the other components are forced to "hug" as close as conformally possible to A to maintain the capacity of the full boundary. By contrast, an extremal configuration minimizing the capacity of A is the exterior of a (smaller) circle with m -1 radial slits [3] .
As an example, consider the ring domain fl bounded by circles B = {C : |C| = 1} and A = {C : \C -c\ = r}, where c is real and c -r > 1 . We use two methods to compute the maximal capacity d(F(A)) in terms of the defining parameters c and r. First, we calculate the right-hand side of (3). And second, we explicitly construct the conformal map F giving the extremal configuration described above. The outer component of C is mapped to the full circle, while each of the inner components is mapped to a slit. P is uniquely determined by prescribing the values zq and F'(zo) • In our case, {u"} and {an} can be calculated explicitly when D is taken to be the annulus R = h(£l) and zo is x. The collection {z"}, where n ranges over all integers, is complete and orthogonal with respect to the inner product, so we may take the orthonormal set {u"} to be The an are then calculated to be a =|y=5^(t"-T-«), « = -l,-2,..., tv/S^T(*" ~ f2"*-") • » = 1,2,....
Thus, if we write
If we follow P(h(Q) by an inversion about zero, the result will map fl to the desired extremal configuration, with infintiy preserved. The normalized extremal map is then calculated to be (x2 \ esT o compute the radius of the circle F(A), and hence the the maximal capacity, recall that the outer boundary h(A) of R is the unit circle. Since F(l) Ogr^(o) =l0g(sin^)+4^i-^2" n n=i to express the logarithm of equation (8) as an infinite series equivalent to the logarithm of equation (10).
The extremal maps (9), corresponding to various values of c and r, were calculated and plotted using Mathematica.
The results are summarized in Table 1 .
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